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ABSTRACT
Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) is a fluid scheduling pol-
icy providing perfect fairness. The minimum deviation (lead/lag)
with respect to the GPS service achievable by a packet scheduler
is one packet size. To the best of our knowledge, the only packet
scheduler guaranteeing such minimum deviation is Worst-case Fair
Weighted Fair Queueing (WF

�
Q), that requires on-line GPS simu-

lation. Existing algorithms to perform GPS simulation have
�������

complexity per packet transmission (
�

being the number of com-
peting flows). Hence WF

�
Q has been charged for

�������
complex-

ity too. Schedulers with lower complexity have been devised, but at
the price of at least

�������
deviation from the GPS service, which

has been shown to be detrimental for real-time adaptive applica-
tions and feedback based applications. Furthermore, it has been
proven that the lower bound complexity to guarantee

���
	��
devi-

ation is � �������� ), yet a scheduler achieving such result has re-
mained elusive so far.

In this paper we present an algorithm that performs exact GPS
simulation with

������������
worst-case complexity and small con-

stants. As such it improves the complexity of all the packet sched-
ulers based on GPS simulation. In particular, using our algorithm
within WF

�
Q, we achieve the minimum deviation from the GPS

service with
������������

complexity, thus matching the aforemen-
tioned lower bound. Furthermore, we assess the effectiveness of
the proposed solution by simulating real-world scenarios.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
F.2.2 [Analysis of Algorithms and problem Complexity]: Non-
numerical Algorithms and Problems; C.2.6 [Computer Commu-
nication Networks]: Internetworking

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Given a set of

�
flows, defined in whatever meaningful way and

sharing a common link, packet scheduling algorithms play a critical
role in providing each flow a predictable service.

An important reference system in packet scheduling is the GPS
(Generalized Processor Sharing) server [1]. Provided that each flow
has a weight assigned to it, such system serves all flows simultane-
ously, delivering each one a service rate proportional to its weight.
The GPS service discipline is not realistic: a practical system can
serve only a limited number of packets at a time (in this paper we
consider only systems that can serve at most one packet at a time).
Nevertheless, because of its perfectly fair allocation, the GPS ser-
vice discipline is used as a reference model for evaluating the prop-
erties of more practical schedulers.

It is easy to prove that the fairness of a packet scheduler depends
on its maximum deviation (lead/lag) with respect to the service
delivered by the GPS server. In particular,

�������
deviation im-

plies
�������

(un)fairness, whereas
���
	��

deviation guarantees
���
	��

(un)fairness (recall that, in practical networks, the number of flows
can be in the tens of thousands, or more).

Furthermore, as shown in [3] and [5], a scheduler with
�������

deviation with respect to the GPS service may provide a bursty ser-
vice: a bursting period, during which up to

�������
packets belong-

ing to the same flow are served back-to-back, can be followed by
a silence period – with length equal to the preceding bursting pe-
riod – during which no packet of the the flow is served. It has
been shown that this oscillation of service rates adversely affects
adaptive real time applications [20] (such as video streaming), and
results in instability in case of feedback based applications [3, 5]
(such as congestion control).

Hence, in the rest of this paper, we will use the maximum devi-
ation with respect to the GPS service as a measure of the fairness
and the smoothness of the service provided by a scheduler.

Since packet transmission is atomic, no packet scheduling algo-
rithm can avoid a minimum deviation, equal to one maximum size
packet, between the amount of service provided to each flow by the
real system and the amount of service provided to the same flow by
the GPS server. We say that the service delivered by a real system
(thanks to the scheduling policy used) is optimum, if the discrep-
ancy with respect to the GPS service never exceeds the minimum
deviation. Finally, it has been proven that the lower bound com-
plexity to guarantee

���
	��
deviation with respect to the GPS service

is � �������� ) [13].



A very accurate packet scheduling algorithm, called Worst-case
Fair Weighted Fair Queueing (WF

�
Q) [3] and based on the real-

time simulation of a GPS server, does achieve the optimum service.
Unfortunately, to date, the best implementations of the GPS simula-
tion [1, 15] may require processing

�������
events in a single packet

transmission time [9]. As the number of flows can become very
large, such complexity is widely considered a significant barrier to
on-line scheduling in high speed applications [20, 9, 6, 5, 10, 11].

Many scheduling algorithms with
����������

) complexity – such
as Self Clocked Fair Queueing (SCFQ) [9], Frame Based Fair Que-
ueing (FFQ) [6] and Start Time Fair Queueing [10] – perform an
approximated simulation of a GPS server, trading accuracy for com-
plexity. Unfortunately, all them exhibit

�������
deviation with re-

spect to the GPS service.
A more accurate algorithm, called Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair

Queueing Plus (WF
�
Q+) [5], has been proposed to reduce the im-

plementation complexity of WF
�
Q while retaining several of its

properties (a similar, but not identical, algorithm was proposed in
[7]). WF

�
Q+ has

���
	��
deviation from the minimum amount of ser-

vice guaranteed to each flow by a GPS server. However, WF
�
Q+

provides no guarantee on the maximum deviation from the actual
service delivered by the GPS server when some flows are idle. As
we will show in Subsection 3.1, in such a case, also WF

�
Q+ can

exhibit
�������

deviation and provide a bursty service.
Finally, several schedulers with very low complexity (ranging

from
���
	��

to
�����������������

) have been proposed to achieve high
efficiency in high speed applications [11, 8, 12, 19], but all them
exhibit

�������
or, worse yet, unbounded deviation with respect to

the GPS service. In the end, even though the lower bound complex-
ity to guarantee the optimum service was proven to be � �������� )
[13], the problem of providing

���
	��
deviation from fair service

with sub-linear complexity was still open.

Contributions of this paper
In this paper we propose an algorithm for simulating a GPS server,
called Logarithmic-GPS (L-GPS) and based on a specially aug-
mented balanced binary tree. Such tree allows the state of the simu-
lated GPS server to be computed with

������������
complexity at any

time instant. Furthermore, it must be updated only at each packet
arrival, and at

����������
) cost.

Actually, the complexity of the operations depends on the depth
of the tree, that can in turn be implemented by augmenting two dif-
ferent types of balanced binary trees: Patricia Trees [16], that guar-
antee

������������
average depth, or Red-black Trees [17], that guar-

antee
������������

worst-case depth. Especially, even though Patricia
Trees provide a weaker theoretical complexity bound, they have a
much simpler structure and they allow L-GPS to be implemented in
a more efficient way than Red-black Trees. Thus, as we will show
through simulations, they achieve very good performance in practi-
cal cases. In the end, depending on the specific balanced tree used,
L-GPS enables the GPS service to be simulated with

������������
–

statistical or deterministic – complexity with respect to any time
interval, e.g. single packet transmission time.

Furthermore, we will show how to use L-GPS to implement
WF

�
Q with

������������
complexity and small constants. Hereafter

such implementation will be referred to as Logarithmic-WF
�
Q (L-

WF
�
Q). At our best knowledge, L-WF

�
Q is the first scheduler with������������

complexity achieving
���
	��

deviation (actually, the min-
imum deviation) with respect to the GPS service.

From a theoretical point of view, the contribution of this paper
is twofold. i) We reduce the upper bound complexity for simulat-
ing a GPS server with respect to the best result in the literature.
ii) By implementing WF

�
Q with

������������
complexity, we reduce

�������
Maximum packet length� �
Weight of the !#"%$
& flow'�(*),+#-/.10�24365�7984: 0 Sum of the weights of the flows back-
logged at time $; � � $ � , < � � $ � , = � � $ � Virtual start/finish/unbacking time of the!>"?$@& flow at time $

Quantities related to a generic node of the = 7BADCEC :$ � ��F , $ ���G� Extremes of the time intervalH $ � ��FJI $ �K����L represented by the
node= � ��F , = ���G� = � �*FNMPO � $ � ��F � , = ����� MPO � $ ����� �QSR Q�R M R � $UT����� � " R � $WV� ��F �QSX
Correction factor to use in (6) and com-
puted as in (7)

Table 1: Notations used in this paper.

also the upper bound complexity to provide the optimum service.
Moreover, since � ����������

is the lower bound complexity to guar-
antee

���
	��
deviation from the GPS service [13], L-WF

�
Q achieves

the optimum service with optimum complexity.
From a practical point of view, we reduce the complexity of a

scheduler, WF
�
Q, that provides a very smooth service, suitable for

real time adaptive applications (such as video streaming) and feed-
back based applications (such as congestion control).

Organization of this paper
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide an
overview of GPS and WF

�
Q. In Section 3 we make a brief survey

of related work, focusing especially on WF
�
Q+. In Section 4 we

present our main result, the L-GPS algorithm, whereas in Section
5 we discuss how it can be implemented with two classes of bal-
anced trees. In Section 6 we describe L-WF

�
Q. In Section 7 we

show through simulations how the actual complexity of L-GPS
and L-WF

�
Q compares to the worst-case bound.

2. GPS AND WF
�
Q

Consider a system in which
�

flows (defined in whatever mean-
ingful way) share a common link with time varying capacity Y � $ � .
We say that a packet has arrived in the system when its last bit has
arrived in the system, we call packet arrival time the time at which
this happens. Similarly, we say that a packet departs from the sys-
tem when its last bit is transmitted by the system, and we call packet
finish time the time at which this happens. We define as backlogged
every flow owning packets not yet (completely) transmitted. Each
flow has a packet FIFO queue associated with it, holding the flow
own backlog.

We define system busy period a maximal interval of time during
which the system is never idle. At the end of a system busy period
we can safely reinitialize the state of the system. Therefore, each
time a system busy period is considered, without loss of generality,
we assume it begins at time Z . Finally, most of the notations used
in this paper are summarized in Table 1.

Each flow ! has a positive number
�J�

assigned to it, namely its
weight. A GPS server [1] is an ideal system that serves all back-
logged flows simultaneously, providing each of them a share of the
output link capacity (i.e. ratio between the service rate provided to
the flow and the link capacity), proportional to its weight.



In formulas:[ X � � $ �6\ �J�. 0�24365]7�8 � 0 [ X � $ �^\ � �R � $ � [ X � $ ��_ !6`�a � $ � (1)

where
[ X � $ �^\ Y � $ ��b [ $ is the total amount of service provided by

the system in
H $ I $#c [ $ L , [ X � � $ � is the amount of service received

by the !D"d$
& flow in
H $ I $ec [ $ L ( X � Z �^\ Z and

X � � Z �6\ Z _ ! ), a � $ �
is the set of the flows backlogged at time $ , R � $ � M .10�24365�7�8 � 0

is
the sum of the weights of the flows backlogged at time $ .

Given the packet arrival pattern and the output link capacity of a
real system, WF

�
Q [3] is based on the real-time simulation of the

corresponding GPS server, i.e. a GPS server with the same arrival
pattern and the same capacity of the real system. Especially, WF

�
Q

implements the following scheduling policy: at each time instant$ in which the link is ready to transmit the next packet, choose,
among all the packets that have already started service in the cor-
responding GPS (eligible packets), the next one that finishes in the
corresponding GPS server, if no packet arrives after time $ .

A practical way for implementing such policy in case of vari-
able rate links is based on timestamping packets with the values
assumed by the following function, called (GPS) system vir-
tual time [5]: O � $ � M1f 7

g 	R ��hi� [ X ��hj�
(2)

From (1), we have that
[kO � $ �6\mlWnpo 5�798q o _ !6`�a � $ � , i.e. the system

virtual time measures the normalized amount of service received
by each backlogged flow. Each packet rJs� ( tu"?$@& packet of !>"?$@&
flow, in order of arrival times) is associated with a packet virtual
start time

; s� and a packet virtual finish time <vs� .
; s� is the value

assumed by the system virtual time when the corresponding GPS
server starts servicing rJs� , and <vs� is the value assumed by the sys-
tem virtual time when the corresponding GPS server finishes ser-
vicing r s� . Suppose r s� arrives at time w s� and its length is equal to� s� , then its timestamps can be computed as follows [5]:; s� \yxNz|{ � O � w s� � I < s|V#}� �< s� \P; s� c�~k�oq o (3)

At every time, only the packets at the head of the queues of back-
logged flows can be chosen for transmission, hence, as suggested
in [5], it is possible to schedule packets on a per-flow basis, and to
maintain only a couple of timestamps each flow ! , called, respec-
tively, flow ! virtual start time

; � � $ � and flow ! virtual finish time< � � $ � , and corresponding to the virtual start and finish time of the
packet at the head of the queue of flow ! at time $ . Since the system
virtual time is an increasing function of time, it is easy to verify
that the packet at the head of the !#"%$@& flow is eligible at time $ if
and only if its virtual start time is no greater than

O � $ � , hence we
say that a flow ! is eligible at time $ if and only if

; � � $ �u� O � $ � .
We can now define WF

�
Q as follows:

DEFINITION 1. Each time the link is ready to transmit the next
packet, WF

�
Q picks the packet at the head of the queue of the eli-

gible flow with the smallest virtual finish time.

The maximum per-flow deviation with respect to the corresponding
GPS server guaranteed by WF

�
Q is equal to the maximum packet

length
�K���G�

[3] (WF
�
Q delivers the optimum service). The com-

putational complexity of WF
�
Q is due to two major tasks: main-

taining the set of eligible flows sorted by virtual finish times, and
computing the value of the system virtual time. As shown in [4],
it is possible to maintain the eligible flows sorted by virtual finish
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Figure 1: The evolution of the system virtual time.

times at
������������

cost per packet arrival or departure. Computing
the system virtual time is instead complicated by the fact that its
slope can change

�������
times during a single packet transmission,

as shown in the following example.

EXAMPLE 1. Consider a link with capacity of one byte per time
unit. Fig. 1.A depicts a possible packet arrival pattern in such a
system, Fig. 1.B shows the service delivered by the corresponding
GPS server, Fig. 1.C shows the evolution of the system virtual time,
Fig. 1.D shows the service provided by WF

�
Q. Flows 1 and 2 have

weight 1, while flow 3 has weight 2. Each arriving packet is de-
picted as a rectangle: the projection on the � axis of its left corner
represents the packet arrival time, while the length of the base rep-
resents the time needed to serve the packet at full link speed.

As shown in Fig. 1.C, system virtual time is a piecewise linear func-
tion of the total amount of service

X � $ � delivered by the system.
At each time $ , the slope of

O � $ � against
X � $ � is inversely pro-

portional to the sum of the weights of the backlogged flows (see
(2)). Hereafter we will use the term slope, as a short for the slope
of
O � $ � against

X � $ � . Whenever a � $ � changes, the slope of
O � $ �

changes, constituting a breakpoint in its piecewise linear form. We
define break instant every time instant �$ in which the slope changes
(e.g. time 23 in Fig. 1.C), and break value the value assumed by
the system virtual time at time �$ .

Suppose to compute
O � $ F CE� � at a generic time instant $ F C
� , and

consider the largest break instant $@� � $ F C
� , and the value
R � $ T� �

assumed by
R � $ � immediately after $@� : the slope is constant and

equal to }� 5�7���J8 during
� $@� I $ F C
� L , hence, according to (2)O � $ F C
� ��\ O � $ � � c X � $ F C
� � " X � $@� �R � $@T� � (4)

The classical algorithm [1] for simulating a GPS server was de-
fined for a constant rate server. In case of variable rate servers
it can be generalized as follows: by using (4), update three state
variables at each break instant $ 0 , assigning them to the tu-
ple � O � $ 0 � I R � $ T0 � I X � $ 0 ��� . As a consequence, at a generic



time instant $ F C
� in which a scheduler based on the GPS simulation
may need to know

O � $ F C
� � , the state variables contain the tuple� O � $
� � I R � $ T� � I X � $@� �v� corresponding to the largest break in-
stant $ � � $ F CE� . Hence (4) can be immediately applied to computeO � $ F C
� � .

In [15] it is shown how an early algorithm proposed in [14] can
be used to compute the virtual time without updating the state vari-
ables at each break instant. Suppose that, at the time instant $ F C
�
in which

O � $ F C
� � is to be computed, the state variables contain the
tuple � O � $
�D� l � I R � $ T�e� l � I X � $
�D� l ��� corresponding to a time in-
stant $ �e� l � $ � , whereas all the packets arrived during

� $ �e� l I $ F C
� �
are stored both in a queue ordered by packet arrival times, and in
a queue ordered by packet (real) finish times in the corresponding
GPS server. Using such information, the algorithm proposed in
[14] can reconstruct all the breakpoints of the virtual time function
in

� $
�D� l I $ F C
� � , update the state variables to the tuple � O � $@� � IR � $ T� � I X � $@� �?�
and, hence, compute

O � $ F C
� � using (4). The
number of steps performed by such algorithm is equal to the num-
ber of break instants in

� $
�D� l I $ F C
� � .
Breakpoints frequency depends on the frequency of transition

of flows in and out of the set a � $ � . Since in a GPS server the
flows are served simultaneously, packet finish times can be arbi-
trarily slightly skewed. In the worst case,

�������
finish times could

fall in an arbitrarily small time interval. This could happen even if
the packet arrival rate is bounded to

���
	��
packets per time unit. For

example, in Fig. 1.A packet arrival times are spaced by time inter-
vals longer than the minimum packet service time (10 time units).
Nevertheless, the slope of the system virtual time changes

�������
times during the service of r }� (Fig. 1.D). For this reason, the com-
plexity of the existing algorithms for simulating a GPS server is�������

per packet transmission time.

3. RELATED WORK
The two main issues related to the GPS service discipline are

how to accurately approximate it on a real system, and how to effi-
ciently compute the system virtual time.

To the best of our knowledge, apart from the initial
�������

im-
plementation proposed in [1], the computation of the system virtual
time has been investigated in just one work [15], where it has been
proven that maintaining the GPS virtual time has � ����������

amor-
tized per-packet complexity and that there is an algorithm [14] in
the literature that matches such lower bound. Unfortunately, as the
same authors of [15] show, such algorithm has

�������
worst-case

complexity per packet transmission time.
With regard to the relation between the service provided by prac-

tical packet schedulers and the GPS service discipline, several low
complexity scheduling algorithms [19, 11, 8, 9, 6, 10, 5] have been
proposed to solve (efficiently) the fairness problem and, in general,
to provide service guarantees. As shown in the introduction, among
them, WF

�
Q+ [5] is the only candidate for providing

���
	��
devia-

tion with respect to the GPS service. Unfortunately, we will show in
the next subsection that also WF

�
Q+ exhibits

�������
deviation and

provides a bursty service when not all the flows are backlogged.
As a conclusion, to date, all packet scheduling algorithms, except

for WF
�
Q, exhibit

�������
deviation with respect to the GPS service,

or, worse yet, do not guarantee any bound on such deviation.

3.1 WF
�
Q+ unfairness and burstiness

WF
�
Q+ implements the same packet timestamping (3) and packet

selection policy (Def. 1) of WF
�
Q, but it uses a different system
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Q+ unfairness and bursty service.

virtual time function [5]:�4�����e� ���*�,�����i�����D��� �4�����W� �#�*���,�� ¡���
¢E�£�����
¢¤��¥ ¦o�§K¨© ª�« ��¬W �W® o ���£�����£¯G¯
(5)

where
X � $ I $6c hj�

is the total amount of service provided by the
system during the period

H $ I $Kc h L
, °a � $Kc hi�

is the set of flows
backlogged in the real system at time $Kc h

, and, without losing
generality,

.�±�*² } � � \³	
is assumed to hold. Thanks to this sim-

pler function, WF
�
Q+ has logarithmic complexity in the number of

flows.
The minimum slope of

O nµ´ �W¶ T � $ � is equal to
	
, i.e the slope ofOi·J¸>¹ � $ � when all the flows are backlogged (recall that

. ±�*² } � � \	
). It has been shown in [5] that, thanks to such property, WF

�
Q+

achieves the minimum deviation with respect to the minimum ser-
vice guaranteed by the GPS server to each flow. For this reasons,
WF

�
Q+ has the same performance of WF

�
Q on several fairness

indexes, such as the Worst-case Fair Index [3], that measures the
minimum amount of service guaranteed by a scheduler to any flow
over any time interval. But, what happens if not all the flows are
continuously backlogged? Depending on the values of the weights
of the flows, the slope of

O nµ´ �W¶ T � $ � can result to be arbitrarily
smaller than the slope of

O ·J¸J¹ � $ � .
Consider a system with

�
flows, the first ± � with weight

�± b�º
,

the remaining ± � with weight
	Kbeº

, where the normalization factorº»\ �± T � guarantees that
.�±�*² } � � \³	

holds. Flows
	 Ii¼½IG¾�¾�¾ ± �

and flow
�

are persistently backlogged, while the other flows are
always idle. All packets have the same length and the outgoing
link has capacity of 1 packet per time unit. The upper part of Fig. 2
shows the virtual start and finish timestamps of the packets of the
backlogged flows, whereas the bottom one shows the service pro-
vided, respectively, by the GPS, WF

�
Q and WF

�
Q+ scheduling

policies (the evolution of the system is periodic). We see that in the
short term (the first ± � c 	

packet transmissions), WF
�
Q+ delivers�������

times less service to flow
�

than GPS or WF
�
Q.

The ultimate reason for this is the following: since the virtual
start time of the first packet of each of the first ± � flows is Z , then,



until all such packets have been transmitted,
xµ¿�À � 2�Á365�7�8EÂ ; � � $ �UÃ is

stuck at Z , and, hence,
O nµ´ �e¶ T � $ � grows with slope

	
(see (5)).

Hence the second packet of flow
�

is not eligible before time ± T �� .
On the contrary, after time ± T �� , a burst of ± � " 	

packets of flow�
is transmitted.

4. L-GPS
In this section we will concentrate on the GPS simulation effort,

and we will consider the following pair of systems: a real system
and the corresponding GPS server (the GPS server for short). Here-
after we use the term virtual time assuming we are referring to the
GPS system virtual time. We say that a flow is backlogged/idle if
it is backlogged/idle in the GPS server, independently of its state in
the real system. We define as total backlog at time $ the sum of the
backlogs of all the flows in the GPS server at time $ , and we call po-
tential clearing time at time $ the time instant $DÄÆÅÆ$ in which the
total backlog will be cleared if no packet arrives after time $ . We
use the notation Ç � $ V � and Ç � $UT � to refer to the values assumed
by a generic function Ç immediately before/after the time instant $ .
Finally, we define the tuple � O � $ � I R � $ T � I X � $ �È� as the state
of the GPS server corresponding to the time instant $ , and we say
computing the state of the GPS server as a short for computing all
the values of such tuple.

In the rest of this section, we will always refer to the problem
of computing

O � $ F C
� � at a given time instant $ F C
� , provided thatX � $ � is known at any time instant $ � $ F C
� . We will show that
L-GPS solves this problem with

������������
complexity, by using

an ad hoc data structure that must be updated only at each packet
arrival, and at

������������
cost.

L-GPS stores the state of the GPS server in three variables we
will refer to as the base tuple. As previously shown, the state of
the GPS server can change

�������
times in an arbitrarily short time

interval, but certainly it is not used so often by a practical scheduler
based on the simulation of a GPS server. For example, WF

�
Q uses

it only on each packet arrival (to timestamp the packet), and on each
packet departure from the real system (to choose the next eligible
packet to transmit). Basing upon this observation, L-GPS does not
update the base tuple at each break instant, but only on packet ar-
rivals. When

O � $ F C
� � is to be computed, L-GPS reconstructs the
evolution of the virtual time during

� $
�D� l I $ F C
� L with an approach
similar to the one used in [15], and shown at the end of Section 2.
But, whereas in [15] the information on the events (packet arrivals
and departures) occurred during

� $
�e� l I $ F C
� � are somehow stored
into two queues and they must all be processed sequentially, L-GPS
stores them in a specially augmented binary tree, called = 7BADCEC , and
process them in groups (possibly of

�������
events) by navigating

such tree.
Before providing the formal description of the data structure and

the algorithm, we introduce them from an intuitive point of view.
The main idea behind the construction of the = 79AUC
C is pre-computing
the expected evolution of the virtual time.

We say that a point
� �$ I O � �$ �@� , with �$ � $ , is a potential break-

point at time $ if it will constitute a breakpoint if no packet arrives
after time $ ; furthermore, we say that �$ is a potential break instant
at time $ , and that

O � �$ ) is a potential break value at time $ . Poten-
tial breakpoints are due only to flows becoming idle: if we define,
for each flow ! , the flow virtual unbacking time = � � $ � as the virtual
finish time of the last packet of the !^"/$@& flow arrived up to time$ , then the potential break values at time $ correspond to the virtual
unbacking times of the flows backlogged at time $ . Flows virtual
unbacking times can be easily computed/updated at each packet ar-
rival, and there is no need to update them on packet departures.
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Figure 3: Expected virtual evolution and shape data structure
after the arrival of each of the first three packets in Example 1.

To see how the expected evolution of the virtual time can be pre-
computed, consider the upper part of Fig. 3.A.1. With reference to
Example 1, it shows the expected evolution of the virtual time after
the arrival of r }} at time Z , assuming that no further packet arrives.
Especially,

R � Z T ��\ � } , whereas there is just one potential break-
point – corresponding to the potential clearing time – whose break
value is equal to = } � Z4T ��\ < }} . Furthermore, on such breakpoint,R � $ � varies by a quantity

QSR \ " � } . Hence all the information
on the expected evolution of the virtual time after r�}} arrival can be
computed when such packet arrives, except for the potential clear-
ing time, that is hard to compute in advance in case of variable rate
links. On the contrary, the amount of service provided by the sys-
tem on the clearing time does not depend on the capacity of the
link, and it is equal to the length of r }} .Actually, since the slope of

O � $ � against
X � $ � depends only onR � $ � (see (2)), it is easy to understand that the expected evolution

of the virtual time as a function of the service provided by the sys-
tem is independent of the capacity of the link, and it changes only
in consequence of packet arrivals. Fig. 3.A.1 shows also the time
instant

	�	
in which a new packet, r�}� , will arrive.

Since the system is causal, i.e. packets arriving after time $ can
not change the evolution of the system before $ , the actual evolu-
tion of the virtual time during

H Z I 	�	 L coincides with the expected
evolution computed at r }} arrival. Hence, the information on the
time interval

H Z I 	�	 L computed on r#}} arrival can be used to com-
pute the state of the GPS server when r }� arrives. Especially, the
knowledge of the state of the GPS server at time Z is enough to
compute

O �
	�	��
by applying (4).

After the arrival of r#}� , the expected evolution from time
	�	

chan-



ges in the following way (upper part of Fig. 3.B.1) with respect to
the one computed on r#}} arrival:

R �
	�	 T �v\ � } c � � , and there is
one more potential breakpoint, whose corresponding break value is
equal to = � �
	�	 T �d\ <S}� . Furthermore,

R � $ � varies by a quantityQSR \ " � � on the corresponding break instant. The amount of
service provided by the system on each of the two potential break
instants can be computed as a function of the service rate received
by each flow, and of the fraction of r }} not yet completed upon r }�
arrival.

When r#}� arrives, the information on the expected evolution com-
puted on r }� arrival can be used to compute the state of the GPS
server, and to update the expected evolution of the virtual time as
done on r }� arrival. The new expected evolution is depicted in the
upper part of Fig. 3.C.1.

In the end, if $ Ä is the potential clearing time at time $ , then
the expected evolution of the virtual time at time $ , as a func-
tion of the service provided by the system during

H $
�e� l I $UÄ L , is
completely known if the state of the GPS server corresponding to$E�D� l � $ is known, and, for every actual and potential break instant$ 0 included in

� $E�e� l I $ Ä L , O � $ 0 � , the variation of the weight sumQSR \ R � $ T0É� " R � $ V0p� , and
X � $ 0 � are known. Obviously, the

expected and the actual evolution during
� $@�D� l I $ L coincide.

L-GPS stores the information on the expected evolution of the
virtual time as a function of the service provided by the system in
the base tuple and in the = 79AUC
C . Hence the = 79AUC
C must be updated
only on each packet arrival. The = 79AUC
C does not contain any in-
formation on the values of the break instants, and L-GPS does not
rely on their knowledge to compute

O � $ F C
� � . However, in what
follows we will mention break instants to simplify the description
of the algorithm.

The = 79AUC
C contains one leaf for each of the (actual or potential)
break instants included in

� $
�e� l I $UÄ L , and each leaf stores the value
of the virtual time, and the variation of the weight sum on the break
instant it represents. If each leaf stored also the amount of service
provided by the system on the break instant,

�������
leaves may need

to be updated on each packet arrival, because the arrival of a packet
at time $ causes the amount of service provided by the system on
every potential break instant at time $ to change. For this reason, the
information on the service provided by the system on each break
instant are not stored in the leaves, but in the internal nodes.

The way in which such information are coded is the basis of
the two key features of the = 7BADCEC : i) the = 79AUC
C can be updated at������������

cost at each packet arrival (as we will show in the last
subsection), ii) each node stores aggregate information on the time
interval ranging from the smallest break instant $ � ��F to the largest
break instant $ ����� represented by the leaves of its subtree, and such
information allow the state of the GPS server corresponding to the
time instant $ ����� to be computed at

���
	��
cost, provided that the

state of the GPS server corresponding to a time instant $ } � $ � �*F
such that there is no break instant between $ } and $ � ��F is known.

As we will show in Subsection 4.2, L-GPS exploits such property
to compute

O � $ F C
� � : first, it computes the state of the GPS server
corresponding to the largest break instant $U� � $ F C
� by performing
a binary search [17] of the leaf representing it: before beginning
the search, L-GPS initializes three temporary variables to the values
contained in the base tuple; then, each time a new node is visited,
it uses the aggregate information stored in such node to update the
temporary variables to the state of the GPS server corresponding to
the largest time instant represented in the subtree rooted at the node.
When the target leaf is reached, the temporary variables contain
the tuple � O � $ � � I R � $ T� � I X � $ � ���

. Finally, L-GPS computesO � $ F C
� � by applying (4). Hence the number of steps performed to
compute

O � $ F C
� � is equal to the depth of the = 7BADCEC .
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Figure 4: Graphical interpretation of
Q�X

.

Since the = 79AUC
C is balanced, and, as we will show in the last sub-
section, it is possible to bound the maximum number of leaves of
the = 79AUC
C to

�
, L-GPS computes

O � $ F C
� � with
������������

com-
plexity. In the following two subsections we will describe, respec-
tively, the data structure and the algorithm used by L-GPS to com-
pute

O � $ F C
� � , whereas, in the last subsection we will show how
such data structure is updated upon each packet arrival.

4.1 The shape data structure
L-GPS computes

O � $ F C
� � through the following data structure:

DEFINITION 2. We define shape data structure the union of a
base tuple that stores, at any time instant $ , the state of the GPS
server corresponding to a time instant $ �D� l � $ , and a balanced
binary tree, called = 79AUC
C and containing one leaf for each (actual
or potential) break instant included in

� $ �D� l I $UÄ L , where $UÄ is the
potential clearing time at time $ . Each node of the = 79AUC
C represents
a time interval

H $ � ��FJI $ ���G��L , where $ � ��F and $ ����� are the smallest
and the largest time instant represented in the subtree rooted at the
node (leaves represent time intervals of length Z ). Furthermore:

1) the time interval represented by the left child of a node pre-
cedes the time interval represented by the right child;

2) each node stores the following information – all evaluated as-
suming that no packet arrives after time $ : the break value = ���G� \O � $ ����� � , the difference

Q�R \ R � $ T���G� � " R � $ V� ��F � , and, finally, a
correction factor

QSX
such that, if there is no break instant between

a time instant $ } � $ � �*F and $ � ��FX � $ } I $ ���G� ��\ R � $ T } �^b4� = ���G� " O � $ } �@� " Q�X
(6)

where
X � $ } I $ ����� � is the expected amount of total service de-

livered by the system during the period
H $ } I $ �����|L . For a leaf,$ � �*F \ $ ����� \ $ 0 , = ����� \ O � $ 0 � , Q�R \ R � $ T0É� " R � $eV0d� ,

and
Q�X

is obviously Z .

The graphical interpretation of
Q�X

is shown in Fig. 4.
Q�X

depends only on the information stored in the subtree rooted at the
node, and it is independent of

R � $ T } � , as stated by the following
theorem.

THEOREM 1. For any internal node Ê of a = 79AUC
CQ�X ¸ \ Q�X ~ c QSXÌË " Q�R ~ bÍ� = Ë�K��� "Î= ~����� � (7)

where
�

is the left child of node Ê , and Y is the right one.

The proof of the theorem can be found in the Appendix. Figures
3.A.2, 3.B.2 and 3.C.2 show three instances of the shape data struc-
ture representing the expected evolutions of the virtual time de-
picted at their left side. The fields = ���G� and

Q�R
in the leaves of

the = 79AUC
C can be computed at each packet arrival in the way ex-
plained in the previous subsection, whereas, in case of an internal



node, = ���G� is equal to the value of the corresponding field in its
right child,

Q�R
is equal to the sum of the corresponding fields in

its children, and
Q�X

is computed according to Th. 1.
Eq. (6) has a simple graphical interpretation: the bottom parts

of Figures 3.A.1, 3.B.1 and 3.C.1 show the time intervals (possibly
of size Z ) represented by each node of the = 79AUC
C ; the subintervals
– gaps – of

H $E�e� l I $UÄ L not covered by the nodes of the = 79AUC
C are
represented by dotted lines. With reference to Fig. 3.C.1, there
is a gap both between $
�D� l and any of the leftmost time intervals
represented by some node of the = 79AUC
C , and between every pair of
time intervals represented by two sibling nodes.

Consider then a gap and one of the consecutive time intervalsH $ � �*FJI $ ������L represented by the nodes of the = 79AUC
C , e.g. the gapH ¼|ÏkIiÏ�Ð L
and the time interval represented by the node

� 	
. If

O � $ } �
and

R � $ T } � are known for a generic time instant $ } belonging to the
gap (extremes included), then (6) allows us to compute the amount
of service

X � $ } I $ �K��� � delivered by the system during
H $ } I $ �K����L

at
���
	��

cost. Hence, if we know also
X � $ } � , we can computeX � $ ����� � at

���
	��
cost. Furthermore,

O � $ ����� �6\ = �K��� and, sinceR � $ V� ��F �6\ R � $ T } � , R � $ ���G� �6\ R � $ T } � c Q�R
. Hence, through the

information stored in the node, we can compute the state of the
GPS server corresponding to the time instant $ ����� at

���
	��
cost.

For example, consider Fig. 3.C.2: since the base tuple � O � $@�D� l � IR � $@T�D� l � I X � $
�D� l ��� is known, the fields = ~ }����� ,
Q�X ~ } and

Q�R ~ }
of the node

� 	
allows us to compute the tuple � O � $ ~ }����� � I R � $ ~ } T����� � IX � $ ~ }����� ��� at
���
	��

cost.
In case $ ���G� is a potential break instant at time $ F CE� ( $ ���G� �$ F C
� ), the state of the GPS server computed using = ����� ,

QSR
andQSX

is the expected state at time $ ����� if no packet arrives after
time $ F C
� .

We will describe in detail how the shape data structure is updated
at each packet arrival in the last subsection, whereas we will show
how the = 79AUC
C can be implemented by augmenting existing types
of balanced trees in Section 5.

4.2 Computing Virtual Time
In this subsection we will show how L-GPS computes

O � $ F C
� �
at
������������

cost through the shape data structure.
The algorithm is implemented by the function computeV, whose

pseudocode is shown in Fig. 5. computeV takes as input
X � $ F CE� �

and performs a binary search of the leaf representing the largest
break instant $ � � $ F C
� .

During the search, computeV updates three temporary variables,
initially set to the tuple � O � $
�D� l � I R � $UT�D� l � I X � $E�D� l ���

. Upon
each search step, it chooses as pivot the largest time instant $ ~���G� in
the time interval represented by the left child

�
of the node involved

in the current search step. In case the search continues on the right
subtree, the temporary variables are set to � O � $ ~���G� � I R � $ ~ T�K��� � IX � $ ~����� ��� .

The temporary variables have a noteworthy property: upon each
search step they contain the tuple corresponding to the time instant
at the beginning of the gap that precedes the time interval repre-
sented by the left child

�
of the node involved in the current search

step, hence they allows the values
X � $ ~����� � and

R � $ ~����� � to be
computed at

���
	��
cost (lines 19-20 and 29).

As previously said, computing break instants in case of variable
rate links is a hard task. Hence the break instant used as pivot at
each search step is compared against $ F CE� indirectly, by exploiting
the following property: since the system is work-conserving,

X � $ �
is an increasing function of time, hence the ordering between any
break instant $ 0 represented by the = 79AUC
C and $ F C
� is the same as
between

X � $ 0 � and
X � $ F C
� � .

Finally, to prove that the search ends up storing the tuple

1 // shape data structure:
2 V_old ; // V(t_old)
3 W_old ; // W(t_old)
4 Phi_old ; // Phi(t_old +)
5 Utree ; // Def. 2
6
7 function computeV( W_new ) // returns V(t_new)
8 {
9 // next three variab. will store V(t_l), W(t_l),
10 // Phi(t_l +) at the end of the search (Eq. (4))
11 W_s = W_old ;
12 V_s = V_old ;
13 Phi_s = Phi_old ;
14 cur = Utree.root ; // curr. search subtree
15
16 // at each search step we have:
17 // W_s [left gap] [left interval] W_L_max [right gap] [right interval]

18 while ( not is_leaf(cur) ) { // search W(t_l)
19 W_L_Max = W_s + ( cur->left->Umax - V_s )*Phi_s -
20 cur->d_W; // pivot: see (6)
21
22 if ( W_new < W_L_Max ) // => W(t_l) < pivot
23 cur = cur->left ; // cont. in left subtree
24 else { // => W(t_l) >= pivot
25 cur = cur->right ; // cont. in right subtree
26 // update variables to the begin. of next gap
27 V_s = cur->left->Umax ;
28 W_s = W_L_Max ;
29 Phi_s = Phi_s + Cur.left.d_Phi ;
30 } // end of case t_l >= pivot
31 } // end of search loop
32
33 return V_s + ( W_new - W_s ) / Phi_s ; // Eq. (4)

34 }

Figure 5: Function computeV.

� O � $@� � I R � $ T� � I X � $@� ���
in the temporary variables, consider

that: 1) the = 79AUC
C is assumed to represent all the break instants
included in

� $ �D� l I $@Ä L (we will show in the next subsection how
this is accomplished); 2) since the system is causal, the information
stored in the base tuple as well as the information stored in the
nodes of the = 7BADCEC that represent time intervals that precede $ F C
� do
not change if new packets arrive after $ F C
� ; hence all the the values
stored in the temporary variables during the search are actual and
not expected values; 3) $ F C
� � $ Ä .

Therefore, it is easy to understand that the search will stop on the
leaf representing the smallest (potential) break instant no greater
than $ F C
� , and that, at such point, the temporary variables will con-
tain the tuple � O � $@� � I R � $UT� � I X � $@� ��� .

Since a level of the = 79AUC
C is descended upon each iteration, the
search terminates after a number of iterations no greater than the
depth of the = 79AUC
C . Since we assumed that the = 79AUC
C is balanced
and, as we will show in the next subsection, it never contains more
than

�
leaves, the function computeV has

������������
complexity.

4.3 Handling the shape data structure
In this subsection we will show how the shape data structure

is updated on each packet arrival at
������������

cost. All the issues
related to the underlying balanced tree used to implement the = 79AUC
C
are the subject of the next section.

The shape data structure is handled by just two functions, add-
break_point and rem_break_point (shown in Fig. 6). Apart
from the current value of the virtual time (used for removing stale
breakpoints, as we will show), add_break_point takes as argu-
ments the break value U of the breakpoint to add, and the variation
d_phi of

R � $ � on such breakpoint.
When the arrival of a packet causes a flow to become back-

logged at time $ , add_break_pointmust be invoked twice: to add
the (actual) breakpoint corresponding to the flow becoming back-



1 bubble_up(P) { // update aggr. info from node P
2 while ( is_not_null(P) ) {
3 P->Umax = P->right->Umax ;
4 P->d_Phi = P->left->d_Phi + P->right->d_Phi ;
5 P->d_W = P->left->d_W + P->right->d_W -
6 (P->right->Umax - P->left->Umax)*P->left->d_Phi;
7 P = P->father ; // move up one level
8 }
9 }
10
11 // add a brkpoint to the shape data str.; in: V(t),
12 // break value U, and weight sum variation d_Phi
13 function add_break_point(curr_V, U, d_phi) {
14 // next function returns the newly
15 // created or just updated leaf
16 leaf = bal_tree_insert(Utree, U, d_phi) ;
17 bubble_up(leaf->father) ; // update aggr. info
18 bal_tree_ins_fixup(leaf->father) ; // rebal. tree
19
20 if (Utree.leftmost_leaf->U <= curr_V) // stale brk
21 rem_break_point(Utree.leftmost_leaf) ;
22 return leaf ;
23 }
24
25 // removes a brkpoint from the shape data structure
26 rem_break_point(leaf) { // in: leaf to remove
27 if ( leaf == Utree.leftmost_leaf ) {
28 // Removing leftmost leaf, update base tuple:
29 W_old += Phi_old * (leaf->Umin - V_old) -
30 cur->d_W ; // Eq. (6)
31 Phi_old = Phi_old + leaf->d_Phi ;
32 V_old = leaf->Umin ;
33 }
34 // next function removes the leaf and replaces
35 // leaf->father with the brother of the leaf
36 brother = bal_tree_remove(Utree, leaf) ;
37 bubble_up(brother->father) ; // update aggr. info
38 bal_tree_rem_fixup(leaf) ; // rebalance tree

39 }

Figure 6: Functions add_break_point, rem_break_point
and bubble_up.

logged, and the potential breakpoint corresponding to the potential
break instant in which the flow becomes idle if no packet arrives
after time $ . On the first invocation, we assign the virtual start time
of the just arrived packet to U and the weight of the flow to d_phi
(
R � $ � increases by the weight of the flow); on the second invoca-

tion, we assign the virtual unbacking time of the flow (equal to the
virtual finish time of the packet) to U and the opposite of the weight
of the flow to d_phi.

On the contrary, if the packet causes the virtual unbacking time
of an already backlogged flow to move forward, rem_breakpoint
must be called to remove the old breakpoint, hence add_break-
point must be called to insert the new one (passing to it the new
value of the virtual unbacking time of the flow and the opposite of
the weight of the flow).

By doing so, the = 7BADCEC represents, at any time instant $ , all the
(actual and potential) break instants larger than $
�e� l and due to
the packets arrived up to time $ . Furthermore, since the system
is causal, the actual break instants represented by the = 79AUC
C at time$ coincide with the only actual break instants in

� $@�D� l I $ L .
add_break_point calls the function bal_tree_insert that

descends the tree looking for a leaf containing the break value U.
On success, bal_tree_insert adds d_phi to the value stored in
the field

QSR
of the leaf (a further flow becomes idle/backlogged at

the break instant represented by the leaf); otherwise it creates both a
new leaf containing the tuple �y= I [�Ñ�Ò � I Z � , and an internal node
whose children are the newly created leaf and the last leaf visited
during the search; hence it replaces the last leaf visited during the
search with the newly created internal node.

bal_tree_insert guarantees that each internal node of the= 79AUC
C has exactly two children (an internal node with just one child
would represent the same time interval represented by its child).
bal_tree_insert does not deal with the aggregate informa-

tion stored in the nodes, that are instead updated by the function
bubble_up. All the information stored in an internal node of the= 79AUC
C depend only on the information stored in the subtree rooted
at that node. Hence, if the information stored in a node change,
only its ancestors must be updated. Therefore, bubble_up updates
only the nodes along the path from the input node to the root of the= 79AUC
C . The expressions used to update = ����� ,

Q�R
and

Q�X
comes

from Def. 2 and Th. 1.
In order to preserve balancing, some types of balanced trees need

a fix up after the insertion of a node. This is accomplished by
the function bal_tree_ins_fixup whose code – as the one of
bal_tree_insert – depends on the specific underlying balanced
tree and will be described in the next section.

It is easy to understand that the complexity of the functions bal-
tree_insert and bubble_up is

��� [ �
, where

[
is the depth of the= 79AUC
C . We will show that also the complexity of bal_tree_ins-

fixup is
��� [ �

in the next section.
After having inserted a new leaf and having updated the aggre-

gate information, add_break_point checks if the leftmost leaf
of the = 7BADCEC represents a stale breakpoint (i.e. a breakpoint whose
corresponding break value is no greater than the current value of
the virtual time). If this is the case, add_break_point invokes
rem_break_point to remove such leaf and to update the base tu-
ple consistently.

Hence, on the one hand add_break_point does not increase
the depth of the = 79AUC
C in case the removal of a stale breakpoint
can be performed. On the other hand, when such removal can not
be performed, there is actually no stale breakpoint in the = 79AUC
C .
In such a case, the = 7BADCEC contains only potential breakpoints, that,
in turn, are due only to flows becoming idle. A flow can cause
more than one breakpoint during any time interval only if the flow
becomes idle and then backlogged again at least once during such
time interval. Therefore, when the = 79AUC
C does not contain any stale
breakpoint, it is representing a time interval containing at most one
break instant per flow.

In the end, since there are
�

flows in the system and the = 79AUC
C
is balanced, the depth of the = 7BADCEC never exceeds

������������
, and

add_break_point has
������������

complexity.
The same comments done so far for bal_tree_insert, bal-

tree_rem_fixup and add_break_point apply also
to bal_tree_remove, bal_tree_rem_fixup and rem_break-
point (also briefly commented in Fig. 6).

5. BALANCED TREES
The actual performance of L-GPS depends on the depth of the

augmented balanced tree used to implement the = 7BADCEC . In the fol-
lowing two subsections we will show two classes of balanced trees
suitable for implementing the = 79AUC
C : Patricia Trees, that guaran-
tee balancing by a statistical point of view, and Red Black Trees,
that guarantee deterministic balancing. We will also see that Pa-
tricia Trees do not need any fix up after insertions/extractions, and
allow entire subtrees to be removed in

���
	��
steps, which further

improves the performance of L-GPS.
Finally, in practical systems, timestamps are represented by a

finite number of bits: in the last subsection we will show how to
handle wraparound problems.



5.1 Statistical balancing: Patricia Trees
Instead of the ordering between labels, a search tree can be or-

ganized as a function of the labels representation as a sequence of
digits. This is the main idea behind tries [16], a well know (and
very studied) technique for storing and retrieving data. A common
method to decrease the number of nodes in a trie is using a path
compression method, known as Patricia compression [16]. A bi-
nary Digital Patricia Tree (DTree for short) containing

�
values is

a binary tree in which each leaf is labelled with the binary repre-
sentation of each value (there is one leaf per value), whereas each
internal node is labelled with the common prefix of the labels of all
the leaves stored in the subtree rooted at such node.

The = 79AUC
C can be implemented as an augmented DTree in which
each leaf is labelled with the binary representation of the break
value it contains, and each internal node is labelled with the com-
mon prefix of all the break values stored in its subtree. If we imag-
ine to add such prefix to each internal node, then Figures 3.A.2,
3.B.2 and 3.C.2 turn out to show three = 79AUC
C implemented as aug-
mented DTrees.

The form of a DTree depends only on the values it contains, and
it is independent of the order in which they are inserted. If Ó is
the number of binary digits used to represent the values stored in
a DTree, the maximum depth of the DTree is equal to Ó . Fur-
thermore, consider a DTree containing

�
independent random val-

ues from a distribution with any density function Ç � � � such thatÔ Ç � � � � [ ���ÖÕ ; the expected average depth of such DTree is������������
[16, 18].

Thus, bal_tree_insert and bal_tree_remove have������������
complexity in practical cases, and they are quite effi-

cient, because each elementary step is based on simple bit-compari-
sons. Finally, it is easy to understand that bal_tree_ins_fixup
and bal_tree_rem_fixup are empty functions.

DTrees allow a further optimization. Let node
�

be the root of
a subtree to remove, node Ê be the father of such node, and nodeY be the other child of node Ê . If node Y would be the only child
of node Ê , their labels would coincide. Hence, the removal of the
subtree rooted at node

�
can be achieved by simply substituting

node Y in place of node Ê , whereas each node of such subtree can
be easily recycled by inserting node

�
in a list of free trees, i.e. a

list whose elements are root nodes of trees removed from the = 79AUC
C .
Whenever a new node must be added to the = 79AUC
C and the list is not
empty, such node is recycled from the head × of the list. If node ×
has further free children, they are inserted as the first and the second
element of the list. The cost of insertions into and extractions from
the list is, obviously,

���
	��
.

Consider the function computeV: if the left subtree of the node
involved in the current search step is removed from the = 79AUC
C each
time the binary search continues in the right subtree, then all the
stale breakpoints are pruned from the = 7BADCEC each time the new value
of the virtual time is computed (aggregate information can be eas-
ily updated at the end of the search by invoking bubble_up and
passing to it the last node visited).

In Section 7 we will show that, when a DTree is used to imple-
ment L-GPS in a real system, also its maximum depth is

������������
and it has small constants.

5.2 Deterministic balancing: Red-black Trees
As shown in the previous subsection, DTrees have

������������
depth in practical cases. Anyway, if the depth of a DTree bumps
up to the number of bits in the node labels in some pathological
cases, then a Red-black Tree can be used instead [17].

Red-black Trees are balanced search trees based on comparisons
between keys. Each node is labelled with one of the Ø values con-

α
β
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γ
y

βα
x γ

P

y

Left−Rotate(x)

Right−Rotate(y)
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Figure 7: The rotation operations performed by the fix up func-
tions in a Red-black Tree. The letters Ù , Ú and Û represent ar-
bitrary subtrees.

tained in the tree; furthermore, all the labels in the subtree rooted
at the left/right child of a node are smaller/larger than the label of
such node. Two special fix up functions, invoked, respectively, after
each insertion or extraction, guarantee that the maximum depth of a
Red-black Tree containing Ø nodes is equal to Ü ¼ bW���� � � ØÝc 	��EÞ
[17]. Furthermore, such operations have logarithmic complexity
with small constants [17].

The = 79AUC
C can be implemented as an augmented Red-black Tree
in which each leaf is labelled with the break value it contains, and
each internal node is labelled with the maximum break value stored
in the leaves of its left subtree. Since a binary tree with

�
leaves

has
¼ b@� " 	

nodes, the worst-case depth guaranteed by the under-
lying Red-black Tree for the = 79AUC
C is equal to Ü ¼ bÍ�
	 c ���� � ���EÞ

.
Finally, bal_tree_ins_fixup and bal_tree_rem_fixup can

be obtained with minor modifications to the fix up functions shown
at pages 268 and 274 of [17]. The only critical operations per-
formed by such functions are the two rotations shown in Fig. 7:
each rotation does not affect the aggregate information stored in
the parent node Ê and in the root nodes of the subtrees Ù , Ú and Û .
Hence the original functions need to be modified so as to apply the
inner part of the while loop in bubble_up (Fig. 6, lines 3-6) only
to the nodes � and ß after each rotation.

5.3 Handling wraparound
All the scheduling algorithms based on packet timestamping and

comparison must face the problem of the wraparound. In practi-
cal systems, the virtual time can be represented as à bits positive
integer numbers (or fixed point numbers). Using modular arith-
metic, values can be compared without ambiguity even in case of
wraparound, provided that the difference between them is less than¼ F V#} .

As shown in Sec. 2, the maximum deviation of WF
�
Q with re-

spect to the GPS service is equal to
� �K���

. In terms of normalized
service, it impliesá ; � � $ � " O � $ � á � �������� � _ ! I _ $ (8)

known as the Globally Bounded Timestamp (GBT) property [19].
Hence, considering also the second one of Eq. (3), the maximum
difference between system virtual time and flows virtual start/finish
times is

¼ b ~½âKãDäq â o�å , while the maximum difference between system
virtual time and flows virtual unbacking times is

��æ c 	��^b ~kâ�ãDäq â o*å ,
where

æ
is the maximum number of packets per flow queue, and� � ��F

is the minimum weight in the system.
Therefore, if WF

�
Q is implemented using the classical algorithm

for GPS simulation, that deals only with virtual start and finish
times, the virtual time can be represented on a number of bits à>ç
such that

¼ F�è V>}ÉÅ ¼ b ~½â�ãeäq â o�å . On the contrary, since the = 79AUC
C con-
tains virtual unbacking times, the virtual time must be represented
using à \ à çkc»é ���� � � T }�Ýê bits in case of L-GPS.

Once à has been properly dimensioned, timestamps wraparound
causes no problem in search trees based on comparisons between
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Figure 8: Modified DTrees.

keys (as Red-black Trees). In contrast, the node hierarchy in a
DTree depends on the binary representation of timestamps. Con-
sider the first virtual unbacking time = – from system startup at
time Z – whose absolute value exceeds the maximum value allowed
(
¼ F " 	

). Since = representation wraps, the DTree insertion algo-
rithm would put = in the place appropriate to its binary represen-
tation, as if = was smaller than all the other values stored in the
DTree.

The problem can be easily overcome in the following manner.
Since the difference between all the values stored in the = 7BADCEC is
always smaller than

¼ F V>} , then, when = representation wraps, all
such values are in the interval

H ¼ F V#} Ij¼ F " 	 L
(i.e. the most sig-

nificant bit in their binary representation is set to 1). Then, the
wrapping of = representation can be easily discovered by checking
if the value of = is smaller than

¼ F V#} (i.e. most significant bit set
to 0).

If true, we subtract
¼ F V#} to the current value of the system vir-

tual time and to every virtual unbacking time stored in the = 79AUC
C ,
which can be accomplished by zeroing the most significant bit of
their binary representation. As a consequence, the new value of the
system virtual time and of all the virtual unbacking times stored
in the = 79AUC
C will be in the interval

H Z Ii¼ F V#} " 	 L
. At this point,

the right ordering between all the values can be easily preserved by
adding

¼ F V#} to = .
The most significant bit in the binary representation of all the

values stored in the = 7BADCEC can be easily zeroed in
���
	��

steps, if,
instead of the full binary representation of the prefix (the value, in
case of a leaf), each node is labelled only with the less significant
digits that must be added to the label of its father node to get such
binary representation. Figures 8.A and 8.B show the modified ver-
sions of the augmented DTrees that implement the = 7BADCEC in Figures
3.B.2 and 3.C.2 (symbol ’-’ means non significant digit). By do-
ing so, only the root node will contain the common prefix of the
binary representation of all the values stored in the = 79AUC
C . As a
consequence, the most significant bit in the representations of such
values can be zeroed by simply zeroing the most significant bit in
the label of the root node.

6. L-WF
�
Q

In this section we describe L-WF
�
Q, an implementation of WF

�
Q

with
����������

) complexity and small constants. The algorithm is
shown in Fig. 9. The code of the functions enqueue and dequeue
can be divided into two parts: the first part (enqueue lines 3-12,
dequeue lines 31-36) is a vanilla implementation of the packet
timestamping and selection policy of WF

�
Q [3] (Eq. 3 and Def.

1), whereas the second part (enqueue lines 13-26, dequeue lines
37-38) deals with the shape data structure and evidences a further

1 enqueue(pkt: in) // invoked when a new pkt arrives
2 {
3 V = computeV(curr_W) ;
4 f = find_flow(pkt) ; // find the flow owning pkt
5 pkt.S = max(V, f.U) ; // Eq. 3
6 pkt.F = pkt.S + pkt.L/f.phi ; // Eq. 3
7 tail_insert(f, pkt) ; // ins. pkt into f queue
8 if (queue_head(f) == pkt) { // flow f was idle
9 // update flow timestamps
10 f.S = pkt.S ;
11 f.F = pkt.F ;
12 }
13 f.U = pkt.F ; // update flow unback. virt. time
14 if (f.U <= f.S + Lmax/f.weight) // f.U is near
15 // if non NULL, f.Uleaf points to the leaf
16 // that contains f.U
17 if (f.Uleaf == NULL ) { // flow becomes backlogged
18 f.Uleaf = add_break_point(V, f.S, f.phi) ;
19 f.Uleaf = add_break_point(V, f.U, -f.phi) ;
20 }
21 else { // move f.U to the right place
22 f.Uleaf = rem_break_point(f.Uleaf) ;
23 f.Uleaf = add_break_point(V, f.U, -f.phi) ;
24 }
25 else if (f.Uleaf != NULL) // f.U is no more near,
26 rem_break_point(f.Uleaf) ; // remove from Utree
27 }
28
29 packet dequeue() // invoked when the link is avail.
30 {
31 pkt = schedule_next() ; // Def. 1
32 f = find_flow(pkt) ; // find the flow owning pkt
33 head_remove(f) ; // rem. pkt at the head of f queue
34 if (not is_empty(f)) { // update flow timestamps
35 f.S = head(f).S ; // f.U could become near
36 f.F = head(f).F ;
37 if (f.Uleaf == NULL and f.U <= f.S + Lmax/f.phi)
38 f.Uleaf = add_break_point(f.U, -f.phi) ;
39 }
40 return pkt ;

41 }

Figure 9: L-WF
�
Q.

improvement on L-GPS, based on the fact that, according to (8)= � � $ � " ; � � $ ��� ��������J�ìë = � � $ ��� O � $ ��_ $
Hence = � � $ F C
� � can constitute an actual break value at time $ F CE�
only if = � � $ F C
� � " ; � � $ F CE� ��� ~½â�ãeäq o .

We define as near the virtual unbacking times that meet the just
mentioned condition. It is easy to understand that the system vir-
tual time can be computed considering only near virtual unback-
ing times. Therefore, the virtual unbacking times to insert into the= 79AUC
C can be properly filtered (enqueue line 14, dequeue line 37),
which reduces the depth of the = 79AUC
C .

The effectiveness of such improvement during high congestion
periods is shown through simulations in the next section.

7. SIMULATION RESULTS
As shown in Subsection 5.1, DTrees are very simple to handle,

and they allow an efficient implementation of L-GPS. But, whereas
the expected average depth of a DTree is

������������
, its worst case

depth is
��� Ó �

, where Ó is the number of bits in the labels of the
nodes.

To show the actual performance of a DTree in practical cases, we
simulated the operation of L-WF

�
Q when L-GPS is implemented

with a DTree, and the virtual unbacking times are filtered as shown
in the previous subsection.
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Figure 10: System evolution in case of: A) generic scenario with
offered load greater than the link capacity, B) Scenario 5.

We took some statistics on the depth of the = 7BADCEC , and we com-
pared our results with the ones guaranteed by the use of an ideal
perfectly balanced tree or a Red-black Tree.

We used the ns-2 network simulator [21]. The environment con-
sisted of a node with a 10 Mbps output link. We simulated the
following 5 scenarios for 10 minutes each:

1) 1000 simultaneous FTP transfers.
2) 755 (asynchronous) Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic sources

with packet length distribution equal to the one that occurs in an In-
ternet router according to [22]. Sources were divided into five rate–
weight groups, ranging from 10 Kbps–1 to 50 Kbps–5, increasing
in steps of 10 Kbps–1.

3) 820 VoIP traffic sources, using CISCO [23] codec 723 (30
bytes payload, 22 packets per sec, 40 bytes IP/UDP/RTP header).

4) 160 Video sources (MPEG-4 coding), transmitting real video
traffic traces taken from [24].

5) A mix of the previous traffic sources: 20 FTP sources, 400
asynchronous 10Kbps CBR sources with rate 10 Kbps, 350 VoIP
sources, 20 Video sources.

During each simulation we took snapshots of the state of the
system – number of backlogged flows, number of near virtual un-
backing times and depth of the = 79AUC
C – at time intervals with length
uniformly distributed between 1 and 2 seconds.

As a general result we found that the number of backlogged
flows and, hence, the frequency of breakpoints is very small if the
offered load is smaller than the link capacity, whereas, if the of-
fered load is larger than the link capacity, the number of backlogged
flows is high, but the number of breakpoints stored in the = 79AUC
C is
limited by the filtering of the near virtual unbacking time. Besides,
the more the backlog increases, the more the filtering becomes ef-
fective: Fig. 10.A shows this phenomenon in case of offered load
20% larger than the link capacity.

As a consequence, for each scenario (except for scenario 1), the
number of sources and the rate of each source had to be fine tuned
to achieve the maximum frequency of breakpoints. Fig. 10.B shows
the evolution of the system in case of Scenario 5 (qualitatively sim-
ilar to the ones of scenarios 2, 3 and 4). Apart from a very short
initial transitory period, the number of near virtual unbacking times
recorded in each snapshot is roughly equal to the total number of
flows.

In order to calculate some statistics, we repeated each simulation
10 times and, for each simulation, we considered only the steady
time interval (e.g.

H 	 Z�Z I í Z�Z L in Fig. 10.B).

Scen. Flows Mean
DTree

99%
Conf.

Max
DTree

Max
Bal.

Ratio Max
RB

1 1000 0 0 0 0 - 0
2 755 14.62 0.02 17 11 1.55 21
3 820 14.84 0.10 17 11 1.55 22
4 160 9.61 0.04 13 8 1.62 14
5 790 16.47 0.06 20 11 1.82 22

Table 2: Statistics collected for each scenario

Table 2 summarizes our results: for each scenario, each column
reports, respectively, the number of competing flows, the mean
depth of the = 79AUC
C ; the semi-width of the 99% confidence inter-
val upon such value; the maximum depth of the = 79AUC
C (the max-
imum among the depths of the = 79AUC
C recorded in each snapshot),
the depth of a perfectly balanced tree containing

� �����
leaves (

	 cÜ ���� � � ����� Þ ), where
� ���G�

is the maximum among the number
of near virtual unbacking times recorded in each snapshot; the ratio
between the maximum depth of the = 79AUC
C (column 5) and the max-
imum depth of the perfectly balanced tree (previous column); the
worst-case depth of a Red-black Tree with

� �����
leaves ( Ü ¼ bÍ�
	 c���� � � �K��� �EÞ , Subsection 5.2).

Whereas the results for scenario 1 are a consequence of the fil-
tering of virtual unbacking times, in all the other cases the mean
depth and the (sample) maximum depth of the augmented DTree is
within a factor 2 with respect to the maximum depth of a perfectly
balanced tree.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we showed how a GPS server can be simulated

with sub-linear complexity by maintaining aggregate information
in an ad hoc data structure. In particular, we proposed L-GPS, a
new algorithm for computing the state of the simulated GPS server
in
������������

steps, and we showed that such algorithm provides a
straightforward

������������
implementation of WF

�
Q (L-WF

�
Q).

To the best of our knowledge, L-WF
�
Q is the first scheduler of������������

complexity achieving the optimum service (i.e. the mini-
mum deviation with respect to the GPS service). Furthermore, ana-
lytical results and simulations demonstrated that the computational
complexity of L-GPS and L-WF

�
Q has small constants too.

From a theoretical point of view, we reduced the upper bound
complexity for simulating a GPS server, and the upper bound com-
plexity for providing the optimum service, both from

�������
to������������

. Moreover, since the complexity lower bound to guar-
antee the minimum deviation with respect to the GPS service is� ����������

[13], L-WF
�
Q achieves the optimum service with opti-

mum complexity.
From a practical point of view, we reduced the complexity of a

scheduler, WF
�
Q, that provides a very smooth service, suitable for

real time adaptive applications (such as video streaming), and feed-
back based applications (such as congestion control).
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APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1
We will proceed by induction. Consider a node î of the ï 79AUC
C and
let

) ~����� and
) Ë����� be the largest time instants represented, respec-

tively, by the subtree rooted at the left child ð , and by the subtree
rooted at the right child ñ of the node î at time

) F C
�
. Possibly) Ë����� , or both ) ~���G� and ) Ë����� are potential break instants at time) F CE�

.
Let ) } be a time instant such that there is no break instant be-

tween ) } and the smallest break instant ) ¸� ��Fóò ) ~� ��F represented
by the subtree rooted at î , and consider the total amount of serviceôy(B) }�õ ) ¸����� + that the system is expected to deliver while the virtual
time grows from ö (B) } + to ö (B) ¸���G� + ò ï ¸����� ò ï Ë�K��� if no packet
arrives after time ) F C
� (Fig. 4). We can write:ôy(B) } õ ) ¸����� + ò ô÷(*) } õ ) ~�K��� +ùøúôy(B) ~�K��� õ ) Ë�K��� + (9)

For the base case suppose that both nodes
�

and Y are leaves:
according to (2), (9) becomesôy(B) }�õ ) ¸����� + ò '�(B) T } +�û�( ï ~�����#ü ö (B) } +,+Wøv'�(B) ~ T�K��� +�û�( ï Ë�����#ü ï ~�K��� +

Since, according to Def. 2,'�(B) ~ T���G� + ò '�(*) ~ V����� +�øúýÈ' ~ ò '�(*) T } +jø�ý�' ~ (10)

we haveôy(*) } õ ) ¸����� + ò '�(*) T } +iû�( ï ~����� ü ö (B) } +,+ùøød(9'�(B) T } +ùø�ý�' ~ + û�( ï Ë���G��ü ï ~����� +ò '�(*) T } +iû�( ï ~����� ü ö (B) } +,+ùøø�'�(*) T } +iû�( ï Ë����� ü ï ~�K��� +ùøø�ý�' ~ û�( ï Ë����� ü ï ~�K��� +ò '�(*) T } +iû�( ï Ë������ü ö (B) } +,+ùøüÉþ ü ý�' ~ û�( ï Ë����� ü ï ~����� +9ÿ
For the inductive step, suppose that Ê is a generic internal node,

and that Eq. (7) holds for both its children.
Since there is no break instant between ) ~����� and ) Ë� ��F , and con-

sidering (10)� ôy(B) }�õ ) ~����� + ò '�(B) T } +Jû�( ï ~���G� ü ö (*) } +£+ ü ýÈô ~ôy(B) ~���G� õ ) Ë���G� + ò (9'�(B) T } +ùø�ý�' ~ + û�( ï Ë�K��� ü ï ~����� + ü ý�ô Ë
Substituting the above expressions in (9)ô÷(*) }�õ ) ¸���G� + ò '�(*) T } +iû�( ï ~����� ü ö (B) } +,+ ü ý�ô ~ øød(9'�(B) T } +ùø�ý�' ~ + û�( ï Ë�K����ü ï ~����� + ü ý�ô Ëò '�(*) T } +iû�( ï Ë������ü ö (B) } +,+jøüÉþ ýÈô ~ ø�ý�ô Ë ü ý�' ~ û�( ï Ë���G� ü ï ~����� +�ÿ


